
InterfaceFLOR® Carpet Tiles
   Modular Exhibits Meet Modular Carpet

exhibiting solutions



Tired Feet On the Trade Show Floor?

Modular, Sustainable, Rentable: 

 InterfaceFLOR® Carpet

Choosing an InterfaceFLOR cushion-back option provides increased com-

fort and offers an ideal alternative to conventional carpet. 

For staffers, the best choice in carpet is one that is dense and thick. A 

dense mat is less tiring and will provide better support. Carpet that is too 

soft may look appealing, but requires constant balancing, like the feeling of  

walking on sand. For extended periods, that can be very tiring. 

(Center for Occupational Health and Safety)

Easy Installation and Access

Modular floor tiles are quicker and easier to 

install than bulky, heavy carpet rolls. And tiles 

are accessible even after the exhibit is 

installed.

Modular Floor Tiles
Get a high-design look without 
investing in custom carpet! 
Modular floor tiles let you create 
patterns and designs that com-
plement your exhibit and give 
you a finished appearance in 
exhibits of all sizes.

Sustainable
Quality InterfaceFLOR carpet tiles 
are made from recycled materials 
and are 100% recyclable.    

Rent a Custom Carpet Solution
Go beyond standard show hall 
carpet. For about the same price 
you can get a custom look that 
accents your brand. Skyline 
has a variety of colors 
available.



Exhibit Design: Be Creative With Your Floor!

Including your floor in your overall exhibit design expands 

your brand presentation and gives you a cohesive look. 





Recycled backing and recycled 
fiber are combined to create 
Convert™ – the groundbreaking new 
category of modular carpet that is 
manufactured with a full color 
spectrum of post-consumer yarn.

ReEntry® Carpet 
Reclamation 
Program

Modular Carpet for Varying Exhibit Sizes

InterfaceFLOR carpet is modular so you can create and rent designs that work 

with your exhibit even if the size of your exhibit space changes.

Carpet fiber and backing destined 
for recycling are sorted and sepa-
rated for processing.

Reclaimed materials are broken 
down for use in the manufactur-
ing process.

Skyline will support this mission 
by collecting all cut, damaged, or 
stained rental tiles and returning 
them to InterfaceFLOR to be 
recycled.

Convert™ styles contain a mini-
mum of 32% post-consumer 
recycled content and a minimum 
total recycled content of 65% 
with levels that will be continu-
ously increasing.



Create a variety of designs with standard square, angled, or even curved shapes. Custom-profiled shapes are also available for purchase.

InterfaceFLOR® Modular Carpet System 
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Rental Carpet Colors

Standard rental 

colors:

Flame Margarita Sunburst Feldspar

Maritime Ocean Mojave Strata

Mica

Putty Umber


